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My invention relates to wingless, heavier-than-

air flying craft, whose outstanding example, until

the time of the instant invention, has been the

helicopter.

To a helicopter, a craft constructed on the
g

principles of my invention bears a superficial re-

semblance, in that both types are sustained by at

least one horizontal rotor. Prom this point on,

however, all similarity between the two types of

flying craft ends. A craft embodying my inven-
J0

tion is distinguished from a helicopter in that

the rotor or rotors in my craft are enclosed with-

in a substantially vertical tunnel, the rotor re-

garded as a whole is mainshaftless and the ex-

ternal form of the craft is not very different from
,5

the familiar discus of the athlete, in common with

which the craft enjoys certain aerodynamic ad-

vantages characteristic of the passage of the dis-

cus thru the air. Not only the rotors and power

coaxial rotors revolving oppositely for description

in this specification and for illustration in the

accompanying drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a plan view of said type as seen from

above, the rotors having been removed from the

view.
.

Figure 2 is a side elevation view thereof.

Figure 3 is a plan view thereof as seen from

below, the rotors having been removed from the

view.
Figure 4 is a fore or bow end elevation view

thereof.

Figure 5 is an aft or stem end elevation view

thereof.
.

Figure 6 is an enlarged, sectional view thereof,

taken in the plane 6—6 in Figure 1 and as the dis-

copter appears when in non-translational flight.

Figure 7 is a schematic sectional view thereof,

taken in the plane 1—7 in Figure 1, to show the
cus thru the air. Not only the rotors ana power —“ -:~

certajn valves and air.currents
plant compartments but all of the usual moving 20

d p t

^
.

g in translationai flight.

and fixed protruding parts, present in botii air-

planes and helicopters, such as stabilizing and

directing means and otherwise, are entirely en-

closed within the strikingly simple and cleanly

when the discopter is in translational flight.

Figure 8 is an enlarged sectional view thereof,

taken in the plane 8—8 in Figure 1.

Figure 9 is a schematic sectional view thereof.
closed within the strikingly simple ana c y

taken j plane 9 9 in Figure 1, showing the
steamlM contour |Me of the crM re- » valv<J an(, air-currents
garded from exteriorly thereof in any elevation

view, thereby concealing from the casual view

such parts.

The above mentioned three salient character-
AJ.lt; ctUUVC mciiuunuu v***^v, p- o

istics distinguishing my craft from the helicopter, 30 ^

W — — — —

disposition of certain valves and air-currents

when the craft is in non-translational flight.

Figure 10 is an enlarged sectional view of cer-

tain parts within the circumscribed area 10 in

set the two types apart by an extent at least as

great as the difference between the helicopter and

the airplane. Because of this basically new ap-

proach to the problem of designing superior flying

Figure 11 is an enlarged sectional view of cer-

tain parts within the circumscribed area 1 1 in

Fgure 8.

Figure 12 is an enlarged partly sectional view of
proach to the problem of designing superior nying = circumscribed area 12

craft, there is thereby poseda gap m generic ter- 35 roof of the craft .

minology that can be filled only incompletely and

awkwardly by qualifying the word, helicopter. To
fill this gap, I have been compelled to coin a noun,

a short, tri-syllabic term, for use now and in the

in Figure 1, adjacent the roof of the craft.

Figure 13 is an enlarged view of certain parts

within the circumscribed area 13 in Figure 10.

Fgure 14 is a schematic elevation view of cer-
a short, tri-syllabic term, for use now ana in me

.
._™

ts adiacent the roofs of the two main
future by myself and others in connection with 4n J^*

s
, ^f^rlLristic of the discopter, but

or others bodies that are characteristic of the discopter, but
all craft, whether designed by myself or othe

embodyjng an optional, additional equilibrium-
on the herein expounded principles, a term that emuoujmg <ui v .

connotes both the external form of the craft and controflmg means.

its functional relationship to the helicopter. This Figure 15 is
Sew of “r^
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any other combination of the foregoing. For ex- Refer to Figures 3, GandS ^ie mam struc

pounding said principles in a readily intelligible ture of the discopter consists of^™afly

manner and also because it is a recommended rigidly secured mam bodies, one, a hub b dy ,

^oe nartfcularly in the case of small craft, I the other, a marginal body 22, disposed around

have selected the type having a single pair of 55 spaced from and secured to said hub bo y y
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plurality of strength members therebetween, the
space between the two bodies being a slipstream
tunnel of composite form. Two of these strength
members consist of narrow, deep, longitudinally
extending, skin-covered hollow frames, laterally
hanking said hub body, referred to herein also as
keelsons; they are port keelson 23 and starboard
keelson 24. A third of the strength members is
also a deep, longitudinally extending, skin-covered
hrtllriTTr 1 2. ij. •_ . « i -J^^butttl.Wide^«E^SS >o rotor ring 52therewithm a passageway for nersnns mnvir,„ p.

' er rotor 48 mcludes lower in-
^**wv*&i* tIU V/UXiOl/Xl/Ul/C

therewithm a passageway for persons moving be-
tween the two main bodies. This member, also
referred to as the vestibule, is indicated by 25.A fourth of said strength members is, like mem-

rents could be expected and therefore currents
of little value. It is therefore thought advisable
to constitute these lobes and thereby augment the
total of utilizable space. Although adapted to
house a variety of things, the two lobes herein
contain mechanisms for actuating said valves
Refer to Figures G, 8, 10, 11, 12 and 13. Upper

rotor 46 mcludes upper inner blade-mounting
rotor ring 51 and upper outer blade-mounting

frame, extending also longitudinally but, in this
case, symmetrically or centrally of the craft at the
aft or stern end thereof. It is indicated by 26
and is referred to as the aft keel. All skin-cov-
ered parts of the craft are provided with water-
tight junctures so as to adapt the craft for floating
on water as well as resting on land.
Marginal body 22, by virtue of its outside dis-

position and its form lends itself unusually wellih tVlo i li i --
”

ner blade-mounting rotor ring 53 and lower outer
blade-mounting rotor ring 54. The four rings are
hollowed out for lightness, accessibility to bear-mg assemblies and to accommodate variablebers 23 and 24, a narrow, deep siin-coVered is ntchT™T, . -

to a™™date variable
frame, extending also longitudinally but. in this tn wi™™ i ,

R(;ferring especially

. ,
— • W1 nuiuunc X KJlmaximum vision from inside of the craft. Also,

it is commodious enough to provide a pilot’s com-
partment 27—see Figure 6—and a promenade
deck al! around the craft, whose floor is indicated

to Figure 11, supporting said outer rotor rings is a
plurality of therebetween intervening rubber-tired
thrust rollers 55, suitably spaced from one another

X) bod?!? «
nel‘ “arginal edga °f marginal main

“ body 22 ‘ Supporting the rotor rings 52 and 54

rnllPr
tber6°f that are °PPOSed *0 the

Lu
55'adjacent sldes ‘hereof, is a plurality of

rubber-tired thrust-bearing rollers 56 above and

os
P
?£

a ity
,

57 beIow
- ab suitably spaced fromto the provision in its outer wait o7windows for 2 .
al1 SUitably sPaced f™

maximum vision from inside of t£
25 tbe ^er marginal edge of

by 28 and is reWd STS^iar^floor 30 isS?-* 01PigUre “• outer rotor ring 54
Hub body 21 contains main cabin 31 over engine is at

'wb
?
reby ’ when the rotor

TT ,
, . _

~ ~ taaiguiaj liuur.Hub body 21 contains main cabin 31 over engine
compartment 29 under hub floor 30.
The aforesaid strength members, together with

other parts of the structure that are adjacent

body 22. Obliquely displaceable radial bearings

i Jlk°re 55
the 'baU” 6ndS 59 °f Pins 60 moUnting

Referring to Figure 12, lower outer rotor ring 54
1 C mnnnforl ^ „ — _ b

to them and in them^th co^on horizonte 35 InTeTZlLTi ^ iS j0Urnalled in bear-
planes, such as wall sections of said matoSS “tcd in association with

uuiliuiUU XXUI 16UHIUI
planes, such as wall sections of said main bodiesand certain beam valves and their frames, to be
referred to again below, define eight lower tunnel
sections that are mutually separated sections ofrho rtxnTMmml.. r - .

“ v

; e , .
waicjjl uiiC 1 ULUX

is at rest or revolving at idling speed, it is out ofengagement with frictionally driven pulley 61
ls
„
always in engagement with throw-out-’

shaft pulley 62, whose shaft is journalled in bear-

the previously refer7ed o sh^tmam tunnel o 40
™e “ a h°1Iow *** that mounts driven

composite form. The remainder of SL!' be dr™ pulieys 66 and 67 and
— *“ KHUi vUUUCl UX

composite form. The remainder of this tunnel“s of an upper, annular section, in which
the two rotors revolve; refer also to Figures 7 and
a. Said eight lower tunnel sections are: fore in-ner port section 32, contributively defined by ves-
tibule 25 and port keelson 23; aft inner port sec-hon 33, contributively defined by keel 26 and port
keelson 23; fore outer port section 34, contribu-

SSL de
,
fl

,
nel by tbe f

°.
r
.
e half action of port

compression spring 64 in a manner whereby pulley"7s continuously pushed upwardly toward rotor
ring 54. The shaft of electric motor 65 is dis-
p°?.

ed la
f
lde of a hollow shaft that mounts driven

I
icapecuve vaive“ame 4 /- aft outer port section 35, contributivelv

defined by the aft half section of port keelson 23
port valve 40 and respective valve frame 41 • fore

hTvLimfn”

«

d Se
'
ti°n

?
6 ’ contributively defined

_ _
° wo axiu u i anaragages said hollow shaft thru a main pawl, saidmotor shaft having a sprocket 68 keyed to itsend and engaging pawl sprocket 69 keyed to a

45 m°uo
m°n Sh^fc With miter gear 70 - in turn driving

gear
![’ ^yed to hub 73, which hub jour-nals shaft 72, the same shaft that pulley 62 iskeyed to. Hub 73 is provided with pin 74 engaging

thni hau^
75 °f

7!
CeVe 76

’ whlch turn mounts"

Kn ^rlbalitbrdSt ^mg 11 • the lever 78, pivotedkeelson 23, port 40 and res^ctive vMve 50 at oneend tb
* 77 ’ the leyer 78

’ Pivoted
frame 41 ; aft outer port section 35. rantribntlvL Pnu ^ by P

l
n 79 a_nd at the other

by vestibule 25 and star^krTk ^on 24- TfHn 55 2 fethe on
3“°” °f PartS shown in Figure

ner starboard section 37, contribSeiy' deflnL
tbe^ is off.

xs, ait in-
nei starboard section 37, contributively definedby keel 26 and starboard keelson 24; fore outerstarboard section 38, contributively defined by theore half section of starboard keelson 24 star-hr IorH uol-ira mo * . . ’ otaA

end thereof by pin 80. Lever 78 is adapted toPa
®;
h and pull switch lever 81 of switch 82 which

conti ois the starting and stopping of electric mo-tor 65 The disposition of parts shown in Figure

board valve 42 and respective valve frame 43 aft 60 it T is now in and into wh
outer starboard section 39. contrihutivpi^ .-,.-

PUS
!
led

.

from the Previous at-rest
. , _

*—^ xicuiie aiLouter starhoard section 39, contributivelv dpfirmH imincr UJ> at-resc or
by the aft half section of starboard keelfo^f m mdicated by dot-and-dash lines
starboard valve 42 and respective valve frame 43' it bv thP -

Uie upjvard reaction imposed on
Refer to Figures 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9. The Sous Ls f n

*1 7 n0V
!
d‘splacine downwardly. In

ly referred to upper or annular spctinrf r,- „ «
fuP °perating state, the higher R. p. m. of

cated by 44. Accommodated by it and revolvink
°

othlrw*
2 ‘ over'n

,

des” the relatively low R. P. M.
therewithin are the upper rotor blades 45 of upj^r the resultE °n

71
the throw-°ut hub 73, with

rotor 46 and the lower rotor blades 47 of lorn LLnl at pin 74 causes sIeeve 76 to move
rotor 48. said rotors revolving in opposite direc

“Sdly and carry with « switch lever 81 to be
tions. Main hub body 21 'is thereof latent 70 ^±fc7r

k
e
i
P°ndmglyinto tbe “off” position for

• k
0 UX1C ^wiluii is on,the electric motor not turning, the driven pulley

61 being driven by rotor ring 54 because the latter
is now revolving at full operating speed from the

;t

bd"llPe P0Sltl
,

0n is now in and into which

therewithm are the upper rotor blades 45 of upj^r the result that 5 74
throw

:
out hub 73 - with

rotor 46 and the lower rotor blades 47 of lomr outworn ^ P 74 Causes sIeeve 78 to movc
rotor 48. said rotors revolving in opposite direc

Y 3nd Carry With switch lever 8 ‘ to be
Main hub body 21 'is thereof laterally' 70 motor 65°

r
^

1° the “off” positi°n for
flanked by two compartments or lobes extending thp

®XI

J

ce motor 65 has as its function only
from the interior thereof at the lower part thJre 84

moderately fast revolving of gyroscopic ring
of They are port lobe 49 and sSaTd lote so'. ^ t0 &gain b^w-when the
These two lobes are disposed in loci where in endine nr hPCT°

Vmg slowly or n°t at all, as when
their absence, more or less eddying of air cur 75 c,>n?7t

b glaning a flight
’ the motor 65 is de-ymg ot air cur- signed to operate at a speed considerably less than
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the normal speed of the rotors, so that the afore-

said “over-riding” ensues. Pulley 62 has been

provided with a pawl in similar manner as m
pulley 88 in order that no slippage shall occur

between rotor 54 and upward pressing pulley 62

when the rotor stands still or when its speed is

less than the speed at which “over-riding” occurs.

Pulleys 66 and 61 drive, thru V-belts 85 and 86 ,

the pulleys 81 and 88 respectively. Pulleys 81

and 88 are keyed to a shaft common to. driving

pulley 88 ,
driving gyroscopic ring 84 ,

which is

supported by a plurality of sets of grooved-

rimmed rollers, 80, 81 and 82 , which sets are dis-

tributed at suitable intervals around marginal

body along the outer margin thereof. One of

said rollers, 88 , and pulleys 88, 88 , 81 ,
61 , 66 and

61 are mounted in frame 122, which mounts also

motor 65 and other neighboring parts.

The gyroscopic ring is a solid ring in one piece.

10

lo

automatic pilot or to a combination thereof, sup-

plementing the control exercised thru the struc-

turally previously described valves, whose func-

tioning will be described below. The integral na-

ture of ring MO makes it possible to displace it

without resorting to push-and-pull controls.

Only the one-way pulling control means in the

form of cables 116, originating in a suitable con-

trol disc in the pilot’s compartment is needed.

Referring to Figure 8, countershaft 108 is driven,

thru bevel gears 109 and 195, by shaft 196 of main

power plant 144.

Referring to Figure 13, illustrating the mecha-

nism for control of the pitch of the rotor blades,

each blade shaft is geared to a thereto corre-

sponding, individual, reversible electro servo mo-

tor 212 thru spur gears 213 and 214 and worm

and pinion gears 215 and 216. Motor 212 is con-

nected to the schematically represented electro-
The gyroscopic ring is a solid ring in one piece, -u —

,

KI ,.

auhonJh it mav be constituted of a series of sue- 20 motive force thru cables 1 30 and 251 , the circuit

although it may d
tioimr pnmnleted bv reversible switch 232.altnougn it may uc

cessively mutually secured segments as well. The

ring is provided with mass and revolving speed

adequate for its function of providing a consider-

able measure of gyroscopic stabilizing force on

the craft.

Refer to Figures 6 and 8 and especially to 10.

Said inner rotor rings are supported by a plu-

rality of rollers 93 between the rings. Supporting

the rotor rings 51 and 53 on those sides thereof

that are opposed to the roller-93-adjacent sides

thereof is the upper plurality of pairs of thrust

rollers 94 and 95 and the lower plurality of pairs

of thrust rollers 96 and 9T. respectively, all of

said pluralities being disposed at appropriate in-

thereof being completed by reversible switch 232.

Switch 232 is closed or opened manually or it

may be done automatically thru the medium of

any one of a number of well known types of auto-

25 matic pilots, schematically represented by 234,

adapted to operatively respond to changes in alti-

tude. Rails 221, 220, 219 and 250 are secured to

rotor ring 51 in a manner whereby said rails are

insulated from said ring.

30 Shaft 132 of motor 212 is connected, thru uni-

versal joints 133 and 134, to shafts 135 and 136,

respectively, of the thereto flanking similar elec-

tric servo-motors, not shown, so that an accepta-

ble degree of coordinated pitch-control of all of

said pluralities^!beingW
35 can be attained,

tervals around hub body 2 ( along the roof margin
arl.antMnent obtains in the case of lower

thereof.

Rotor rings 51 and 53 are provided also with

mutually confronting, circular toothed racks, 98

and 99 respectively. Driving rotor rings 51 and

53 thru said racks is the bevel gear 100, which,

together with one of said rollers 93
, is keyed to

shaft f 0 C ,
journalled in bearing 102 . Shaft 101

has secured to the inner end thereof, the male

cone clutch member 103 , actuated by wheel 104
(

thru elements 105 . member 103 engaging female

cone clutch member 106 having a bevel-toothed

periphery for coaction with bevel gear 1 07 .
keyed

to counter shaft 108 ,
journalled in bearing 109 .

Referring to Figures 6, 8, 10 and 15 and espe-

cially to 11, the craft is provided with an outer

stabilizing ring 110, also referred to as the second-

ary stabilizing ring, accommodated in slot 111.

Ring 1 10 is displaceable eccentrically with refer-

ence to the vertical axis of the craft, in a hori-

zontal direction that may be toward the bow, the

stem, either beam, or obliquely. To reduce the

otherwise perhaps excessive frictional relation-

ship between the ring and its slot III, the path

of its movement is conditioned by a suitable plu-

rality of rollers 112, secured to fork 1 1 T and guided

by guides 113, and a plurality of rollers 120,

mounted on a roller pin mutual with rollers 112.

and guided by slots 121 in ring 1 10; see especially

Figure 15. Ring 110 is furthermore provided

with notches 1 14, distributed along the outer mar-

gin thereof and freely accommodating the fixed

pins 115, whose function it is to stiffen the other-

wise insufficiently supported overhanging roof-

margin of marginal body 22 . Ring 1 1 0 is actuated

by a plurality of cables 1 16 operating thru and at-

tached to a corresponding plurality of forked rods

117, each journalled in a slide-bearing 118. Cables

1 16 are mounted on rollers 119. The function of

ring 1 1 0 is a supplementary one for restoring equi-

librium in response to manual operation or to an

V11V 1 W M1MU.VU ~

A similar arrangement obtains in the case of lower

inner rotor ring 53. In view of the provision for

an acceptable degree of coordinated pitch-control,

only a single circuit, in the case of either inner

5 rotor ring, from one of the blades to the indicat-

ing instrument is necessary.

Refer to Figures 1, 6, 7, 8 and 10. In addition

to the previously referred to port and starboard

valves, the craft is provided with a pair of fore

> or bow end valves 137, flanking vestibule 25 and

functioning in lower tunnel sections 32 and 36,

and a pair of aft or stern end valves 1 38, flanking

keel 26 and functioning in lower tunnel sections

33 and 37.

» The complete slipstream tunnel communicates

with the exterior of the craft above by the sub-

stantially single roof opening or port 139, which

may be regarded as only nominally subdivided

into a plurality of ports by the grille elements,

and below by the eight bottom ports 140. Roof

port 139 is screened off above by a plurality of

therewith coextensive, quadruple-function louver

or grille panels, consisting of the hollow minor

grille elements 141 and 142 and the therewith in-

tegral major grille elements 157. Elements 141

and 142 communicate interiorly thereof with one

another and with major elements 157. which in

t.um communicate with exhaust pipe 143, extend-

ing upwardly from main power plant 144 fo” dis-

ii'. ripation of the exhaust gases therefrom. Major

grille elements 157 are provided with holes 145

communicating with the exterior of the craft by

way of said roof port for egress therethru of said

exhaust gases, as is the case with the said minor
~

(l grille elements as well. It may be said that ele-

ments 141 and elements 142 and elements 157

each contributively constitute a muffler system for

said main power plant, which is one of the four

functions of the grille panels. A second function
7:1

is the isolation of the interior of the slipstream



tunnel from thereinto otherwise attracted foreign
bodies, as, for example, birds. A third function
is the heating of the air entering the slipstream
tunnel, thereby reducing the tendency to ice-
formation on critical moving and other parts. A
fourth function, one that is specific to said major
grille elements, 157, is to constitute rigid connect-
ing braces—parts of the previously referred to
strength members—between the two main bodies
at their respective roof levels. A fifth function
is conceivable: by making the grille panels of
the louver type illustrated in Figure 1, but with the
louver “boards” adjustable instead of fixed the
“boards” can be actuated to selectively block a
part or all of the thereto corresponding, therewith
coextensive roof port or ports, whereby control
over the equilbrium of the craft may be thereby
effected in obvious manner.

Foreign objects, such as rain, hail, snow and
otherwise, passing thru the grille panels, will
upon contacting the rotor blades, be hurled cen-
trifugally therefrom. Since unattached objects
within a rotating body, upon contacting the inte-
rior members of this body, gravitate toward
those parts thereof having greatest speed, there-
fore, the parts of greatest diameter, it follows
that the rim diameter dimensions of the overlap-
ping outer rotor rings, which increase gradually
as they approach the lower rim of the lower rotor
ring, will determine the path of movement of
said unattached foreign bodies entering the slip-
stream tunnel. Once said objects have been pro-
jected centrifugally and downwardly, passing the
rotor rings, the force of the downwardly directed
slipstream will tend to carry the objects with it
to be ejected thru the bottom ports.
Referring to Figures 14, l5 and' 16, there is

illustrated here the substantially flat, eccentri-
cally displaceable, primary stabilizing ring 159movabiy secured to and overlying the upper mar-ginal section of hub body 21 and adapted to being

axis of

IC

the
y
e
dl
»

I?Ced aWay fr0m the vertic£da
*i °f

,
tbe

,

craft ln any indicated direction topartially choke a desired section of the slipstreamtunnel and thereby effect control over the equi-lbrium of the craft in a degree exceeding thatprovided by the previously described secondlyflat or outer stabilizing ring 110. Ring 159 jSreferred to also as the inner flat stabilizing ring
aS the sliPstream-choking ring

g

of fraSefi
a
82
y
n
S

^
Uare

i

h°USings ,86
' institutedoi frames 182 and sections 185 are disposed at

21

I a

Each
n
hn
rVaIS a

!«c
g

-

the margin of hub body

rails

E
|K7

h
in ^

S
,

86 1S provided with a pair ofails 167 m radial position with hub body 21dividing the circumferential sides of the housingmto two equal parts. The rails 167 engage

furn resTr
eel
H

,SG ’ mounted in subframes 165 inturn l esiliently mounted, thru springs 164
’

in

nrni°rt H
hee

nl
rames ' 63 ' Mai°r frames 163 arep ovided with yoke-extensions ( 80

, mountingthere o flanking flanged wheels (89 engagingrafls 1 62 integral with ring (59. Ring’ ( 59 fs Lovided with bearing plates I 8 (, mounring plurali'ties of rollers ( 60 , axially transverse™ engagingmajor rollers (

6

(, mounted on rails 167 and frame

Eachf
n
d
eai!ly against the*hub body'

joined to a centalUE" /,? ShlntefSactuated by hydraulic cylinders (69 and ,So thra

raThl ',
J
?.
Urnalled in bal1 joint 187, in respondto the pilot’s manual controls or to an automatic
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pilot or to both. Similarly, the cables 1 16, oper-ating ring 110, terminate centrally in disc 174
actuated thru arm (76, journalled in ball Joint

- .

bY hydrauhc cylinders 17 ( and 172. Both

hni
jTS

il
7 and 188 are flxed relatively to hubb

^5fH
2 ?ia

. 1

aforesaid describes an optional
additional stabilizing control device for the craft

Pn^f
e
i

r to
^fUres 6’ 7 > 8 and 9 - The fore or bow

10 ar*
jalves (37 and the aft or stern end valves 138

is

re
i

fcraCted in Figure 6 - when the craft

tom
m a hovering state, with the bot-tom parts 140 entirely unobstructed and there-

the
the descendinK air currents from

is
40 contlllue substantially straight

the^craft
y’ Pr0Vlding °nly staining force Sr

^SpSiSSS2SJ2-SS 15?

20 “„r

!^
a dIy directed continuing surfaces of the fore

25 also Kgure 3
Wer SeCti°ns 32 and 36-^c

Similarly, in the case of stem end valves 138

valves (38
'

S,idable pins 151 secured to

ofthPirrrf ? arms 149 and with the path
op ,

movement conditioned by guides 15030 these two valves have been displaced tato nos,
’

aftwaSv
r

and
t

d
eir CUrved surfa<*s^xtend

driMririon nr
downwarcHy. Obviously, the said

of sald how and stem end valves in

85
operates t0 deflect the otherwira

from the r

W
?
WardIy

,

direcfced sIipstream (52from the rotors mto an aftwardly downward
direction, thereby generating a propelling force

thereon
0 “ addition to a sustaining force

40
^6f

f
r to Hgures G > 7 - 8 and 9. Port valve 40and starboard valve 42, also referred to collec-rive!y as the beam valves, are shown in non-flectmg attitude for maximum utilization of

45 Srrenfs
a
ra
mB

i

f0rCe generated the descending
currents thru lower tunnel sections 34, 35, 38 and
39. See also Figure 3. To correct yawing or to

actuated
6 ^ 40 and 42 may be spitab*actuated For example, assuming the pilot’s de-

50
sire to steer to the portside, the port valve canbe pivoted to make it deflect the thereto corre-sponding currents slightly forwardly and thestarboard valve pivoted to deflect the theretocorresponding currents aftwardly. Steering to

55
Mrtridevpwai

^

156 effe
.

cted also hy operating theportside valve alone, using it to deflect the there-

thprpH
rr
l
SP<

??
dlng currents slightly forwardly

in*
ra^ngihe portside and without actuat-

Va
lr

at/!I
' provided tbe center

60 sects thp .mJ
6 P°

t

and starboard valves inter-sects the ships center of gravity.

r f
Ptbe event of a discopter type’ having a singleotor being used, the torque induced by the single
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the actuating devices per se for said valves, be-

cause they do not constitute inventive parts of

the instant invention, and to refrain from bur-

dening this specification and accompanying

drawings, no attempt is made to describe or illus-

trate them, excepting for a fragmentary illustra-

tion of some of the gearing actuating the star-

board valve, indicated by 1 53 in Figure 8 and the

gearing 158 actuating the fore and aft said valves.

Refer to Figure 17. In the event of breakdown

of main power plant and to prevent a crash land-

ing, the expedient of rocket sustentation is shown

here being resorted to. This figure is a schematic

view of the hub body provided with a series of

circumferentially distributed jets 117 in the outer

wall of the hub body and in the annular section

of the slipstream tunnel. The jets are disposed

in a manner whereby the discharge therefrom

distributes as evenly as possible an annular blast

filling the slipstream tunnel with a substantially

balanced, downwardly directed slipstream, the

power for the discharge deriving from explosive

dry or liquid material of any suitable type. Suit-

able devices can be employed for selective use of

the jets individually or for selectively determined

use of their collective discharges to effect a down-

wardly directed force that is only slightly less

than the force of gravity acting on the craft,

whereby the craft can be eased down gently.

Refer to Figures 8 and 9. The craft has been

shown without landing gears other than the mod-

erately protruding bottom edges of the keel, keel-

sons and vestibule, which, in the case of the

keelsons and vestibule, are indicated by 154, 155

and 156 respectively. These protruding edges

can be utilized for landing or resting on. The

keelsons are adapted to being fitted with therein-

contained retractable wheel-type landing gear

or even caterpillar-type gear to facilitate the work

of moving the craft about on the ground without

resorting to the main power plant and rotors.

This is particularly applicable to use of the craft

amphibiously or for rising from and settling on

water alone. Because the hull is readily adapt-

able to watertight construction thereof, because

of the extreme flanking position of the keelsons’

protruding bottom edges and because of the

craft’s substantially circular form, a capsizing of

it in even a very heavy sea is unthinkable. The

aftwardly flowing air-currents, a part of which

are above the waterline, when suitably varied dif-

ferentially by actuation of the two stern end

valves, combined with reversed rotor-blade pitch,

provides the craft with satisfactory self-docking

quality and with the ability to execute other nec-

essary movements while on the surface of the

water.
In the event of a craft embodying a plurality

of non-coaxial rotors, the term, marginal body,

will be understood as applying to a composite

structure of a plurality of hub bodies and respec-

tive slipstream tunnels other than the particular

hub body and respective slipstream tunnel that

5 happen to be under consideration.

I claim:

1.

A substantially wingless, heavier-than-air

flying craft, referred to as a discopter, powered

by at least one main power plant and at least

10 in greater part sustained and propelled by at least

one main shaftless rotor powered by said mam
power plant and adapted to generate an initially

downward slipstream, the main structure of the

discopter consisting of a marginal body and at

15 least one hub body, said marginal body being dis-

posed around, spaced from and secured to said

hub body by a plurality of therebetween inter-

vening strength members, said space being a slip-

stream tunnel of composite form and constituted,

20 in the upper part thereof, of an annular main

tunnel section adapted to accommodate there-

within the said rotor, and, in the lower part of

said tunnel, of a plurality of lower tunnel sec-

tions at least contributively defined by at least

9 - some of said strength members and including at

least one port beam, at least one starboard beam,

at least one bow end and at least one stem end

lower tunnel section, the discopter including a

plurality of quickly operable slipstream-control-

oa ling means respectively disposed in a correspond-

ing number of said lower tunnel sections, said

tunnel communicating with the exterior of the

discopter, substantially at the roof thereof, by at

least one roof port corresponding to said annular

tunnel section, and, at the bottom of the dis-

copter, by a plurality of bottom ports respectively

corresponding to said lower tunnel sections

2. A discopter as set forth in claim 1, at least

one of said strength members being hollow and

40 commodious enough to constitute itself into a

passageway for persons between said two main

bodies. , , , . , .

3. A discopter as set forth in claim 1, sala

strength members including a plurality of hollow

45 braces between said two main bodies at their re-

spective roof levels and adapted to function as

part of a muffler system for the dissipation of the

exhaust gases from said main power plant.

4. A discopter as set forth in claim l and in-

50 eluding at least one grille panel disposed at said

roof port, said panel being constituted, at least in

appreciable part, of hollow members that are

adapted to function as part of a muffler system for

the dissipation of the exhaust gases from said

5S main power plant, a part of said hollow members

being relatively large and adapted to function as

braces between said two main bodies at their

respective roof levels.

ALEXANDER GEORGE WETGERS.


